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A century ago the Stern-Gerlach experiment
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In 1921, Otto Stern conceived the idea for an experiment that would decide between a classical
and a quantum description of atomic behavior, as epitomized by the Bohr-Sommerfeld-Debye model
of the atom. This model entailed not only the quantization of the magnitude of the orbital electronic
angular momentum but also of the projection of the angular momentum on an external magnetic field
– the so-called space quantization. Stern recognized that space quantization would have observable
consequences: namely, that the magnetic dipole moment due to the orbital angular momentum would
be space quantized as well, taking two opposite values for atoms whose only unpaired electron has
just one quantum of orbital angular momentum. When acted upon by a suitable inhomogeneous
magnetic field, a beam of such atoms would be split into two beams consisting of deflected atoms with
opposite projections of the orbital angular momentum on the magnetic field. In contradistinction,
if atoms behaved classically, the atomic beam would only broaden along the field gradient and have
maximum intensity at zero deflection, i.e., where there would be a minimum or no intensity for
a beam split due to space quantization. Stern anticipated that, although simple in principle, the
experiment would be difficult to carry out – and invited Walther Gerlach to team up with him.
Gerlach’s realism and experimental skills together with his sometimes stubborn determination to
make things work proved invaluable for the success of the Stern-Gerlach experiment (SGE). After
a long struggle, Gerlach finally saw, on 8 February 1922, the splitting of a beam of silver atoms
in a magnetic field. The absence of the concept of electron spin confused and confounded the
interpretation of the SGE, as the silver atoms were, in fact, in a 2S state, with zero orbital and 1

2
spin angular momentum. However, a key quantum feature whose existence the SGE was designed to
test – namely space quantization of electronic angular momentum – was robust enough to transpire
independent of whether the electronic angular momentum was orbital or due to spin. The SGE
entails other key aspects of quantum mechanics such as quantum measurement, state preparation,
coherence, and entanglement. Confronted with the outcome of the SGE, Stern noted: “I still have
objections to the idea of beauty of quantum mechanics. But she is correct.”

I. INTRODUCTION

Although by 1922, experimental evidence for the
emerging quantum mechanics was both compelling and
diverse (black-body radiation, optical and X-ray spectra,
the photo-effect, heat capacity, the Franck-Hertz experi-
ment, see, e.g., Ref. [1]), the molecular beam experiment
of Stern and Gerlach (concluded on 8 February 1922)
amounted to a much-needed confidence boost for quan-
tum theory. Devised as a question posed to nature to
decide between a classical and a quantum description of
atomic behavior, the Stern-Gerlach experiment (SGE)
ruled unequivocally in favor of the latter.

In 1920-1921, when Otto Stern, FIG. 1, conceived the
idea for the SGE [6, 7], atomic behavior was epitomized
by the 1916 Bohr-Sommerfeld-Debye quantum model of
the atom [8–10]. Stern expected that the SGE would
prove this model wrong. After all, shortly after Niels
Bohr published in 1913 the first sequel of his atomic
model trilogy [8], Stern – and his close colleague and
friend Max von Laue – took a vow [11], p. 74: “If this

∗ bretislav.friedrich@fhi-berlin.mpg.de

nonsense of Bohr should, in the end, prove to be right,
we will quit physics.”

Stern had invoked the molecular beam method once
before, likewise with the aim to test the Old Quantum
Theory (1900-1925). In his first beam experiment [12–
14], Stern examined whether atoms possessed zero-point
translational energy, whose existence had been previously
hypothesized by Einstein and Stern as part of their at-
tempt to explain the residual heat capacity of molecu-
lar hydrogen at low temperatures [15]. Stern’s 1920 ex-
periment confirmed that thermal gaseous atoms in fact
obey the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of ve-
locities and yielded no evidence for translational zero-
point energy. Only in 1927, it had been recognized that
the residual heat capacity is due to nuclear spin which
gives rise to the ortho and para allotropic modifications
of molecular hydrogen [16, 17].

The absence of the concept of spin, albeit electronic,
is what would confuse and confound the interpretation
of the SGE as well. However, a key quantum feature of
the Bohr-Sommerfeld-Debye atom whose existence the
SGE was designed to test – namely space quantization
of electronic angular momentum – was robust enough to
transpire independent of whether the electronic angular

mailto:bretislav.friedrich@fhi-berlin.mpg.de
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FIG. 1. Otto Stern (1888-1969) was trained in Physical Chemistry by Otto Sackur [2] at the University of Breslau and in
Theoretical Physics by Albert Einsteina at the German University in Prague and at the ETH Zurich [3]. In 1913, Stern became
Privatdozent for Theoretical Physics at Zurich and in 1914, under Max von Laue’s auspices, at the University of Frankfurt. In
1919, within Frankfurt’s Institute for Theoretical Physics headed by Max Born, Stern launched his molecular beam method
to examine the fundamental assumptions of theory that transpire in atomic, molecular, optical, and nuclear physics. Stern’s
experimental endeavors at Frankfurt (1919-1922), Hamburg (1923-1933), and, upon his forced emigration, in Pittsburgh (1933-
1945) provided insights into the quantum world that were independent of spectroscopy and that concerned well-defined isolated
systems, hitherto accessible only to Gedanken experiments. Apart from the SGE, Stern’s seminal experiments include the three-
stage Stern-Gerlach experiment; experimental evidence for de Broglie’s matter waves; measurements of the magnetic dipole
moment of the proton and the deuteron; experimental demonstration of momentum transfer upon absorption or emission of
a photon; the experimental verification of the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution via deflection of a molecular beam by
gravity. In 1944, Otto Stern was awarded the 1943 Nobel prize in Physics (unshared) “for his contribution to the development of
the molecular ray [beam] method and his discovery of the magnetic moment of the proton.” The official number of nominations
provided by the Nobel Archives for Otto Stern is eighty-two, more than any other Physics Nobel laureate on public record.
Thirty nominations were for the Stern-Gerlach experiment, fifty-two for Stern’s other molecular beam work [4]. For more on
Stern, see [5].

a Stern’s contact to Einstein was mediated by Sackur via Sackur’s and Einstein’s common colleague and friend Fritz Haber.

momentum was orbital or due to spin.

II. STERN’S QUESTION TO NATURE

But what was Stern’s idea for an experiment that was
supposed to “decide unequivocally between quantum-
theoretical and classical views” [6, 7]? The Bohr-
Sommerfeld-Debye model of the atom entailed not only
the quantization of the magnitude |L| of the electronic
orbital angular momentum L,

|L| = Lℏ with L = 0, 1, 2, ... (1)

but also the quantization of the projection, LZ =
|L| cos θ, of L on the spatial direction Z defined, for in-
stance, by an external magnetic field vector H, see FIG. 4:

LZ = Mℏ with M = L,L− 1, ...,−L (2)

Stern realized that this so-called space quantization
(Richtungsquantelung) of angular momentum – that only
allows for discrete values of the angle θ subtended by L
and Z such that cos θ = M – would have observable con-
sequences: the magnetic moment

µ = − e

2me
L (3)

due to the orbital motion of the electron will then be
space-quantized in a magnetic field as well, i.e., only take
a discrete set of values given by the projection quantum
number M

µZ = − e

2me
LZ = − e

2me
Mℏ (4)

In particular, for a “one-quantum” atom, i.e., an atom
whose only unpaired electron possesses just one quantum
of angular momentum, L = 1, and thus has M = ±1, cf.
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FIG. 2. Walther Gerlach (1889-1979) became a major player in experimental physics already when he was a PhD student
in Friedrich Paschen’s laboratory at the University of Tübingen. Among Gerlach’s many achievements is the first quantitative
measurement of the pressure of light (with absolutely measured radiation energy), done jointly with his PhD student Alice
Golsen in 1924. Gerlach’s wide-ranging research programs at the Universities of Tübingen, Frankfurt, and Munich entailed
spectroscopy and spectral analysis, the study of the magnetic properties of matter, and radioactivity. Gerlach stayed in
Germany during the Nazi era but never joined the NSDAP. However, during the last sixteen months of the existence of the
Third Reich, Gerlach held the high-ranking position of the Plenipotentiary for Nuclear Research (a.k.a. Uranprojekt). He
supported the effort of the German physicists to achieve a controlled chain reaction in a uranium reactor until the last moments
before the effort was halted by the Allied Alsos Mission. His behavior during the Third Reich remains controversial. After
World War Two, Gerlach dedicated his boundless elan to reconstructing German academia. He held the presidency of the
University of Munich (1948-1951) and of the Fraunhofer Society (1948-1951) as well as the vice-presidency of the German
Science Foundation (1949-1961) and the German Physical Society (1956-1957). As a member of Göttinger Achtzehn, he signed
the Göttingen Declaration (1957) against arming the Bundeswehr with nuclear weapons. Gerlach was co-nominated, with Otto
Stern, thirty times for the Nobel Prize in Physics for the Stern-Gerlach experiment.

FIG. 5, the only possible values of the magnetic dipole
moment will be

µZ = ± e

2me
ℏ ≡ ±µB (5)

with e and me the electron charge and mass and µB the
elementary magnetic quantum that Stern referred to as
the Bohr magneton. As Stern put it [6, 7]:

Now, whether the quantum theoretical or
classical description is appropriate can be de-
cided by an essentially very simple experi-
ment. One only needs to investigate the de-
flection that a beam of atoms experiences in
a suitable inhomogeneous magnetic field. ...
[For a one-quantum atom], the spot on the
collection plate [where the beam is to be col-
lected upon its passage through the inhomo-
geneous magnetic field] will be split in two,
each part having the same size and half the
intensity of the original spot. If one drops
the assumption that all atoms have the same

velocity, then the Maxwell velocity distribu-
tion would lead to the result that both spots
would be broader and more washed out. In
any case, if the deflection of the atoms with
the most probable velocity is greater than the
radius of the cross section of the atom beam,
there must be a minimum intensity at the po-
sition of the original spot. Exactly the oppo-
site follows from the classical theory. ... Now,
the number of atoms with a given value of θ
[where θ ≡ arccos(Z,L), see FIG. 4] is pro-
portional to sin θ. The number of these atoms
thus has a maximum for θ = π/2, i.e., for
M = 0 and a zero deflection. Thus according
to the classical theory, for each velocity all
possible deflections between zero and the cal-
culated quantum theoretical value arise and
the number of atoms with a given deflection
is the greater the smaller the deflection. In
the magnetic field, the spot on the collection
plate would only be broadened but its maxi-
mum intensity would always remain at the lo-
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wenn d @/a 8 die Zunahme von 8 ist, wenn man um die Langen- 
einheit in Richtung des Feldes $J selbst fortschreitet. 

Urn recht einfache Verhaltnisse zu haben, denken wir uns 
ein Magnetfeld, in dem die Feldstiirke @ an allen Punkten 
die gleiche Richtung hat und ebenso d @/a s, das iiberdies 
noch die gleiche Richtung wie das Feld @ haben 8011. Ein 
solches Feld ist in endlichen Dimenaionen wegen der Divergenz- 
hedingnng streng nicht herstellbar, doch wird es mit grober 
Annkherung an dem schneidenfiirmigen Polschuh eines Elektro- 
lnagneten realisiert sein. Schickt man nun einen Atomstrahl 
yon sehr kleinem Querschnitt liings der Schneide, so wird die 
Halfte der Atommagnete von der Schneide angezogen, die 
andere Hiilfte von ihr abgestoSen werden. Der Atomstrahl 
wird also in zwei diskrete Strahlen aufgespalten werden. Man 
kann dies dadurch nachweisen, da6 man eine Auffangeplatte 
senkrecht zur Strahlenrichtung in den Weg des Atomstrahls 
Ftellt, auf der die Atome beim Auftreffen haften bleiben. Da- 
(lurch entsteht auf der Platte ein Bild des Strahlenquerschnitts, 
also etwa ohne Feld ein Kreis, der durch das Feld in zwei 
Kreise aufgespalten wird. Hierbei ist vorausgesetzt, daB alle 
Atome des Strahls die gleiche Geschwindigkeit heben. Die 
Ablenkung ist dann ebenfalls fur alle Atome, abgesehen vom 
Vorzeiclien, die gleiche, weil die Kraft m I as fiir nlle Atome 
tiie gleiche ist. Bei einem realisierbaren Atomstrahl aber, in 
dern alle moglichen Geschwindigkeiten nach dem Maxwell- 
schen Verteilungsgesetz vorkommen, wird ohne Feld der Quer- 
schnitt ebenfalls ein Kreis sein, wkhrend sich mit Feld die 
Kreise aller moglichen Geschwindigkeiten derart tiberlsgern, 
(lab auBer der Ablenkung auch noch eine Verbreiterung der Kreise 
cintritt. Das folgende Schema demonstriert diese Verhiiltnisse: 

a 6  

mlt reld I mit Feld 
' be1 glclchf6rmlger a \ - be1 Berllcksichtlgung 0 gi i Ge~chkindlgkelt der Maxwellachen 
I 
I aller Atome Vertellung 

Im Falle von mehr als einqua~ztzi~en Atomen sowohl wie 
auch im klassischen Fall sind noch andere Stellungen dea 
Atommagneten als die parallele nnd antiparallele zur Feld- 
richtung moglich. Bildet in diesem Fall das magnetische 
Moment mit der Feldrichtung den Winkel u, so behalt dieser 

45 * 
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the spots (beam deposits) on the
collection plate as anticipated by Stern in Ref. [6] for (a) a
zero magnetic field and (b) and (c) for a horizontal magnetic
field whose gradient is likewise horizontal. Panel (b) pertains
to a single beam velocity and panel (c) to a Maxwellian dis-
tribution of beam velocities. The dashed vertical line marks
the position of the undeflected beam. Reproduced from Ref.
[20].

cation of the original spot. In this way the ex-
periment, if successful, would unequivocally
decide between the quantum theoretical and
classical description.

The contrast between a classical and a quantum me-
chanical outcome of the experiment as expected by Stern
is illustrated in FIG. 3. In his letter to Stern from 24
November 1921, Wolfgang Pauli pointed out that in the
classical case, same-velocity atoms would not result in
an intensity maximum but rather a sharp-edged image
of the source, see Ref. [18], p. 113. The method of read-
ing the images became the subject of a controversy with
Nikolay Semyonov that was finally resolved by Stern in
1927 [19].

In any case, Stern expected that in an inhomogeneous
magnetic field of gradient ∂H/∂Z, the silver atoms will
be subject to a force F whose components

F = µZ
∂H

∂Z
= ±µB

∂H

∂Z
(6)

cf. Eq. (5), will impart to the atoms equal but opposite
deflections – along and against the direction of the mag-
netic field gradient. Stern calculated that the deflection
s on a path of length ℓ through the magnetic field will be

s = ±µB

2m

∂H

∂Z

ℓ2

v2
(7)

where m is the mass of the atoms and v their velocity,
taken as v =

√
(3kT/m), with temperature T = 1300

K. For a beam of ground-state silver atoms (assumed to
have L = 1 and M = ±1), feasible magnetic field gradi-
ents (on the order of 104 Gauss/cm), and dimensions of
the molecular beam apparatus (whose core wasn’t much
bigger than a fountain pen), Stern estimated the separa-
tion, 2s, of the spots corresponding to µZ = +µB and
µZ = −µB to be on the order of 10 µm [6]. At which
point Stern realized that he would need to team up with
“a real experimentalist” in order to get this experiment
done. Stern [21]:

I was attuned to molecular beams through
the measurement of molecular velocities and
so I tried the experiment. I did it jointly with

Gerlach, because it was a difficult matter, and
so I wanted to have a real experimental physi-
cist working with me. It went quite nicely
... for instance, I would build a little tor-
sional balance to measure the [magnetic] field
that worked but not very well. Then Gerlach
would build a very fine one that worked much
better. Incidentally, I’d like to emphasize one
thing on this occasion, [namely] that we did
not [acknowledge] sufficiently at the time the
help that we received from [Erwin] Madelung.
Born was already gone then [moved to his
new post at Göttingen] and his successor was
Madelung. Madelung essentially suggested
to us the [realization of the inhomogeneous]
magnetic field [by making use] of an edge [and
groove combination].

This is how Walther Gerlach, FIG. 2, reminisced about
his recruitment for the SGE by Stern [22]:

One day Stern would come to me a say: ‘Do
you know what space quantization is?’ I
would say: ‘No, I have no idea.’ ‘But you
should actually know that. Recently Debye
and Sommerfeld published [papers] suggest-
ing that the [anomalous] Zeeman effect can
be explained by a quantum effect, by the so-
called space quantization. That is, [the mag-
netic dipole of] a silver or sodium atom can
only have two settings [orientations] in a mag-
netic field, it cannot adjust itself at will or
precess, but can only have two very specific
settings [orientations], or actually even three,
namely perpendicular to the magnetic field or
in ... the direction or against the direction [of
the magnetic field] ...

Repeated discussions with Stern during our
daily visits at Café Rühl finally led to a plan
to make the experiment in such a way that
there was hope of seeing space quantization.

Gerlach perhaps thought that he would just have to mod-
ify his ongoing experiment on the magnetic properties of
bismuth. Finally he agreed: “Yes, I want to try it” [22].
But then, Gerlach continued,

[Stern] would come back again: “It isn’t
worth it, I’ve miscalculated, power of ten too
little.” And then, it went back and forth a
couple of times for a week or a fortnight and
one day he would come back and say: “Yes,
now I’ve done [the calculations] properly and
the thing only works if you get fields with an
inhomogeneity of about ten or fifty thousand
Oersted per centimeter – and that’s not pos-
sible.” And then I said to him: “Yes, I am al-
most there, I already have ten thousand [Oer-
sted per centimeter], namely for my planned
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bismuth experiment.” “So,” he said, “let’s
try it.”

And they did. The collaboration between Stern and
Gerlach was a stroke of luck not only for the Stern-
Gerlach experiment (SGE) but for physics at large.
It brought together Stern’s “out-of-the-box” thinking
(Querdenken) with Gerlach’s skills and tenacity in the
laboratory.

Stern credited for his way of thinking his apprentice-
ship in theoretical physics with Albert Einstein [21]:

I learned the Querdenken from him [Einstein]
... I also learned from Einstein to talk non-
sense every now and then. Einstein registered
with pleasure when he had made a mistake.
He would admit his mistake and remark: “It’s
not my fault that der liebe Gott [the dear
Lord] didn’t make things the way I had imag-
ined.”

To which Immanuel Estermann, a close co-worker and
friend of Stern’s, later added [23]:

From his collaboration with Einstein, the real
benefit was to learn how to distinguish which
problems of contemporary physics were im-
portant and which were not so important;
which questions to ask and which experi-
ments to undertake in order to answer the
questions. Thus from a brief scientific collab-
oration evolved a close, life-long friendship,
which would be the basis for Stern’s great
achievements.

Gerlach’s time at Paschen’s institute in Tübingen
proved formative for both his personality and his exper-
imental abilities. Either became a key prerequisite for
the success of the Stern-Gerlach experiment and other
precision measurements where Gerlach pushed the limits
of the possible. Gerlach provided the following definition
of a precision measurement [24]:

By “precision measurement” we mean an in-
vestigation in which all sources of error are
taken into account and all observed phenom-
ena are clarified: It is also characteristic of [a
precision] measurement that each individual
step is theoretically and numerically justified,
its influence on the course of the experiments
thoroughly tested, spelled out, and presented
in all detail; in short, the reader must be able
to form a judgment from the description of
the experiments about the evidential value
and the certainty of the results.

Gerlach’s own work had set a standard of precision
physics.

Z

LZ

µZ

L

µ

q

-e

FIG. 4. Angular momentum L (blue arrow) of an orbiting
electron and the magnetic dipole moment µ = e

2me
L (red

arrow) it generates. Note that in the schematic, we set e
2me

=
1. Also shown are the projections LZ and µZ of the angular
momentum and the magnetic dipole moment, respectively,
on the space-fixed axis Z as defined by the magnetic field
vector H. With θ the angle subtended by the vectors Z and
L, LZ = |L| cos θ.

Z

-e

-e

FIG. 5. Possible values of the projections of the electronic
angular momentum LZ and the magnetic dipole moment µZ

of a one-quantum atom on the direction of a magnetic field
H as inferred from the Bohr-Sommerfeld-Debye model of the
atom by Otto Stern in Ref. [6, 7]. See also FIG. 4.

III. TEASING OUT NATURE’S ANSWER

Luckily, Stern and Gerlach chose for their experiment
silver atoms (2S1/2), favored by Stern, rather than bis-

muth atoms (4S3/2), whose magnetic properties Gerlach
was eager to investigate in a separate experiment. How-
ever, there could have been even less fortunate choices
than Bi, see Sec. VII.
A schematic of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus is shown

in FIG. 6. The silver beam was produced by effusion
of silver vapor from a 1 mm diameter orifice of an oven
into the vacuum. As shown in Stern’s previous beam ex-
periment [12, 13], the silver atoms obeyed the Maxwell-
Boltzmann velocity distribution and so the scenario de-
picted in FIG. 3c was expected to come into force if
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<sin Intensitatsminimum , die klassische Theorie ein htensitiits- 
mazimum an der Burchsto/lstelle des unabgelenkten Strahls. Die 
liurchfuhrung des Fersuches ergibt also die Entscheidung zwischen 
heiden Theorien.’) 

Q 2. Die Apparatur. 

Fig. 1 gibt znnachst einen schematischen uberblick uber die 
ganze Versuchsanordnung. In  dem &hen 0, welches im Kiihler 
I\‘ sitzt, wird mit Hilfe der elektrisch geheizten Platinwick- 

K spi&y 
- - _ _  ? - --.+-- 

I ‘R&V M 

Fig. 1. 

Lung W (Stromzufiihrungen ZZ) das Metall, dessen Atome unter. 
wcht merden Eollen, geschmolzen. Der aus dem Ofen und 
dem Kiihlerdeckel austretende Atomstrahl wird durch die 
Blendenspalte Sp, Sp, begrenzt , lLuft durch das Magnetfeld 
mischen den Polschuhen M und wird von der Platte P auf- 
gefangen; die ganze Anordnung sitzt in einem evakuiertem 
GefaB. Es sollen zunachst alle Einzelteile der Versuchs- 
mordnungen besprochen werden, die fiir die bis jetzt abge- 
schlossenen Versuche mit Silberatomstrahlen benutzt wurden. 

Zwei verschiedene Konstruktionen von Ofchen haben sich 
d s  braiichbar erwiesen. 

a) Bas Bisenofchen. Aus reinstem Eisen 
wird ein einseitig ofienes Rvhrchen gedreht 
(Fig.2), mit  den Dimonsionen: Liinge 10 mm, 
1)urchmesser 4 mm, Wandstarke 0,2 mm. 
An der AuBenseite des Bodens blieb ein 
Dorn stehen. Das Rohrchen erhalt einen 
Deckel aus ’Ilo mm starkem Eisenblech, 
welcher etwa 2 mm versenkt eingesetzt 

0 

Fig. 2. 

1) h’acb den neneren Theorien des anomalen Zeeinaneffektes mtitlte 
diese einfache Theorie zwar modifiziert werden, doch wird am wesent- 
lichen - dcr Miiglichkeit des Kachweises der diskrcten Lagen im Magnct- 
feld nach der Quantentheorie - nichts geiindert. Vgl. hierzu S. 690, 16 .  
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FIG. 6. Schematic of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus. The
silver beam effuses from an oven (O), passes through a pinhole
(Sp1) and a rectangular slit (Sp2) before it enters the magnetic
field generated by the pole pieces (M) and finally reaches the
collector plate (P). The distances between the components of
the 3rd generation apparatus (that made it possible to see the
splitting of the silver beam for the first time) were as follows:
O to exit pinhole from cooler, 2-3 cm; exit pinhole from cooler
to rectangular collimation slit Sp2, 7–12 cm; path through the
magnetic field, 3 cm. The measured maximum inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field in the beam region was about 23 kG/cm.
Reproduced from Ref. [20].

.5 78 T. Gerlach. 

dauernd im Betrieb, die sweite (mit Gasflammenheixung) in 
der gleichen Zeit einmal durch Ungeschicklichkeit gebrochen. 
Wichtig ist eine gleichma6ige Durchwarmung der Pumpe, 
welche durch einen bis zur Hahe des Spaltes reichenden 
Asbestmantel und langsames Anheizen erzielt wid. Beide 
K-Pumpen sind so in Stativen gehalten, da6 sie selbst, sowie 
die Glasleitung zum Vorvakuum betrachtliche Bewegungsfreiheit 

Fig. 14. 

haben. Das ist 1 Btig, weil die etwa 1 m langen Leitungen 
von dea &Pump n zur Apparatur von 25 mm Weite ganz 
star r  sind, und etwaiger Zwang sich durch Nachgeben der 
Pumpen ausgleichen muB. Gedichtet wird iiberall mit selbpt 
hergeetelltern Gummifett, dessen Paraffinzusatz so gewhhlt 
wird, da6 die ZLhigkeit der jeweils herrschenden Temperatur 
entspricht; das ist besonders wichtig fur die Dichtung des 
Plasschliffes, welcher tagelang vollkommen dicht halt. Zur 
XantroIle des Vakuums sind auf beiden Seiten der Apparatur 
- an der Glocke und am Auffangeraum - GeiSlerrbhren 
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Magnet Collector
Plate
Cryo pump

FIG. 7. Photograph of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus with
improvements of 1922-1924 (4th generation). See also FIG. 6.
Adapted from Ref. [25].

space quantization existed. The electrically heated oven
was placed within a water-cooled capped double-walled
brass cylinder to whose inner wall it was attached via a
quartz capillary. The whole contraption (oven and water
cooler) was placed within a glass differentially-pumped
vacuum chamber equipped with feed-throughs and at-
tached to the probe chamber. The differentially-pumped
probe chamber housed the pole pieces of the electromag-
net. The edge piece held the collimation pinholes (later
slits), which facilitated proper alignment. This had to be
accurate within 5 µm for slits with horizontal (i.e., along
the direction of the magnetic field and its gradient, both
perpendicular to the beam velocity) dimension of 30 to 60
µm. At the end of the probe chamber was the glass col-
lector plate (with a surface area of just a few mm2) that
was attached to another double-walled cylinder serving
as a liquid-air or dry-ice cryo pump.

The Stern-Gerlach apparatus evolved over three gen-
erations of improvements before the SGE came to a suc-
cessful conclusion. These entailed different designs of the
oven as well as implementations of the magnetic field, the

682 W. Cferlach 11. 0. Stern. 

BuBeren Durchmesser iiber. Auf der einen .Seite setzte sich 
an dieses Mittelstiick der Ofen- nnd Ktihlerraum, auf der 
anderen Seite ein erweitertes Rohr zur Aufnahme des Platt- 
chens an. Die Kapillare blendete von den nach allen Rich- 
tnngen aus dem ofchen herausfliegenden Silberatomen einen 
geradlinigen Strahl aus, der auf dem Glaspliittchen einen kreis- 
formigen Niederschlag von 'Ilo mm Durchmesser gab; das 3 cm 
lange diinnwandige Glasrohrchen sollte zwischen die Polschuhe 
des Magneten gesetzt werden. iiierbei ergsben sich aber 
Schwierigkeiten, indem einmal der Strahl nicht geniigend nahe 
an die Schneide herangebracht werden konnte, sodann die 
Lage des Strahls parallel zum Schneidenpol und symmetrisch 
zu dem gegeniiberliegenden Spalt des zweiten Pols sich nicht 
hinreichend sicher einstellen lieS. 

Wir gingen deshalb dazu iiber, die beiden Polschnhe, 
Schneide und Spalt mit in das Vakuum hineinzunehmen. 

b) Bei der aus diesen Griinden gebauten zweiten Anord- 
nung (Fig. 8) bestand das Mittelstlick der Apparatur, also der 
z wischen Ofenraum und Auffangeplattchen liegende Teil, der die 

Blende und den im Magnetfeld befindlichen Teil 
der Atomstrahlbahn enthalt, aus einem Messing- 
rohr M (die Fig. 8 zeigt den Querschnitt), an 
welches die beiden EndgefaBe angekittet wurden. 
In dieses Messingrohr waren Schneide- und 
Spaltpolschuh so mittels Silberlot eingelotet, 

Fig. 8. da6 die geschliffenen auBeren Flachen der 
Polschuhe ganz genau parallel waren. Dieser 

Teil wurde zwischen die Polschuhe des Elektromagneten fest 
eingeklemmt. Schneide und Spalt hatten eine Lange vou 
3 cm. Der Abstand von der Schneide bis zur oberen Ebene des 
Spaltpolschuhs war 1 mm. An dem einen Ende der Schneide war 
eine Lochblende Sp angebracht, in fester Verbindung mit der 
Schneide; ihr  Durchmesser lag zwischen lll0 und 'lz0 mm. 3 cm 
von dieser Blende, an dem zum Ofenraum zu gelegenen Ende 
des MessingrBhrchens, war ein eng durchbohrter Messingstopfen 
(vgl. in Fig. 4 bei R4) eingesetzt, der an seiner Auflenflache 
eine Blende gleicher GroSe wie die obengenannte trng. Das 
Glaspliittchen zum Auffangen des Atomstrahls wurde mit einem 
Halter an das der Ofenseite abgelegene Ende der Schneide 
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Slit
Brass
housing

Edge Furrow

FIG. 8. The center-piece of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus
viewed along the direction of the silver beam. The pole pieces
that generated the inhomogeneous magnetic field were placed
inside a brass tube (for mechanical stability) sealed to the
source chamber on one end and the detection region with
the collector plate on the other. The pole pieces (edge and
furrow) were energized by an external water-cooled electro-
magnet. The 90◦ edge was slightly flattened; the furrow was
just 1.2 mm wide, mounted at a distance of 1 mm from the
edge. Adapted from Ref. [20].

collimation elements, and the handling of the vacuum.
FIG. 7 shows a photo of the 4th generation apparatus
that Gerlach built for his later (1924-1925) investigations
of the magnetic properties of atoms (no photographs of
the earlier versions of the apparatus are available). We
note that in all generations of the apparatus, the mag-
netic field and its gradient were oriented horizontally,
with the edge on the left and the furrow on the right
with respect to the beam velocity, cf. FIG. 8.
The effort needed in order to make the experiment

work was tremendous. Moreover, it was mostly the re-
sult of Gerlach’s lonely toil as Stern, who did not believe
in the reality of space quantization to begin with, left on
1 October 1921 to assume a professorship in Theoretical
Physics at the University of Rostock.
During the night of 4 November 1921, Gerlach ob-

served for the first time a broadening of the silver beam
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. This provided evi-
dence that silver atoms carried a magnetic dipole moment
– but the spatial resolution did not suffice to demon-
strate the existence of space quantization. During the
Christmas recess, Gerlach and Stern reconfigured their
apparatus again, but Gerlach’s subsequent attempts to
see space quantization failed. At their mid-way meeting
in Göttingen in early February 1922, Gerlach and Stern
decided to try the experiment one more time. On the
train back to Frankfurt, Gerlach recollected a modifica-
tion he had made earlier when examining crystals by X
rays using the Debye-Scherrer method, namely to use a
slit instead of a pinhole to boost both flux and spatial
resolution. Gerlach had even reported on the improve-
ment he achieved with a slit as opposed to a pinhole
at the German Physics Day in Jena in September 1921
[26]. Upon his arrival in Frankfurt, Gerlach replaced the
pinhole (of 50 µm diameter) defining the silver beam at
the entrance into the inhomogeneous magnetic field by a
rectangular 30×800 µm2 slit with its narrower side along
the magnetic field direction [27]. During the night from
the 7th to the 8th of February 1922, Gerlach achieved
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the ultimate success.
Wilhelm Schütz (1900-1972), who was in 1922 Ger-

lach’s PhD student, described the difficulties of the SGE
as well as the final triumph on 8 February 1922 as follows
[28]:

The old apparatus had only yielded a broad-
ening of the silver beam [deposit on the glass
plate] of the expected magnitude . . . due to
the inhomogeneous magnetic field. A major
improvement of the apparatus with the aim
to further increase its resolution was [there-
fore] necessary. During this rebuilding pe-
riod, Stern moved to Rostock to assume a
Professorship for Theoretical Physics there.
He would show up in Frankfurt every now
and then (during Christmas 1921 and Easter
1922) for discussions and to measure the in-
homogeneity of the magnetic field . . . Soon
came the time when I was able to enter the
holy premises of the laboratory and take a
look at the pumps, when [the technician Mr.]
Schmidt was not on duty and Prof. Gerlach
had to sleep once in a while . . . Anyone who
has not been through it cannot at all imagine
how great were the difficulties with an oven
to heat the silver up to about 1300o K within
an apparatus which could not be heated in its
entirety [the seals would melt] and where a
vacuum of 10−5 Torr had to be produced and
maintained for several hours. The cooling was
done with solid carbon dioxide and acetone
or with liquid air. The pumping speed of
the Gaede mercury backing pumps and the
Volmer mercury diffusion pumps was ridicu-
lously low compared with the performance of
modern pumps. And then their fragility; the
pumps were made of glass and quite often
they broke, either from the thrust of boil-
ing mercury . . . or from the dripping of con-
densed water vapor. In that case the effort
of several days of pumping, required during
the warming up and heating of the oven, was
lost. Also, one could be by no means cer-
tain that the oven would not burn through
during the four- to eight-hour exposure time.
Then both the pumping and the heating of
the oven had to be started from scratch. It
was a Sisyphus-like labor and the main load
of responsibility lay on the broad shoulders
of Prof. Gerlach. In particular, W. Gerlach
would take over the night shifts. He would
get in at about 9 p.m. equipped with a pile
of reprints and books. During the night he
then read the proofs and reviews, wrote pa-
pers, prepared lectures, drank plenty of co-
coa or tea and smoked a lot. When I arrived
the next day at the institute, heard the inti-
mately familiar noise of the running pumps,

1.1650229.figures.f4.jpeg (JPEG Image, 1506 × 978 pixels) — Scaled (54%) https://physicstoday.scitation.org/na101/home/literatum/publisher/aip/jo...
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FIG. 9. Postcard dispatched by Gerlach to Niels Bohr on
the day of the triumph, 8 February 1922 [18], p. 116. The
microphotographs show the silver beam deposits obtained in
the absence (left) and presence (right) of the magnetic field.
In the absence of the magnetic field, the deposit corresponds
to an image of the second collimation slit (Sp2 in FIG. 3). See
text.

and found Gerlach still in the lab, it was a
good sign: nothing broke during the night.

Then I arrived at the institute one morning
in February 1922; it was a wonderful morn-
ing: with cool air and fresh snow! W. Ger-
lach was once again at it, developing the de-
posit of an atomic beam that had been pass-
ing through an inhomogeneous magnetic field
for eight hours. Full of expectation, we ap-
plied the development process, whereupon we
experienced the success of several months of
effort: The first splitting of a silver beam
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. After
Master Schmidt and, if I remember correctly,
E. Madelung had seen the splitting, we went
to Mr Nacken to the Mineralogical Institute
to have the finding recorded on a micropho-
tograph. Then I was tasked with sending a
telegram to Professor Stern in Rostock, with
the text: “Bohr is right after all!”

On the day of the triumph, Gerlach also sent a post-
card to Niels Bohr, which showed reproductions of the
microphotographs of the silver beam deposits obtained
with and without the inhomogeneous magnetic field, see
FIG. 9 and FIG. 10. The accompanying text read, in
translation: “Attached is the experimental proof of space
quantization (silver without and with field). We congrat-
ulate you on the confirmation of your theory. With best
regards, yours Walther Gerlach.”
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IV. FUNDING FOR THE SGE

The apparatus was constructed and operated during
the hyperinflation period that beset Germany in the af-
termath of World War One. Support for the experiment
came from several sources, most notably, the Physikalis-
cher Verein Frankfurt. The Verein’s long-time chairman
was Wilhelm Eugen Hartmann (1853-1915), founder of
the Hartmann & Braun company. Einstein, then direc-
tor of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin,
provided 10,000 Marks for “the construction of an ap-
paratus to investigate the band spectra of monoatomic
metal vapors” [29], p. 476 that were in the end used for
the purchase of an electromagnet made by Hartmann &
Braun [30], pp. 802, 813. The Messer company donated
some liquid air [31]. Silver of high purity was acquired
from Heraeus [20]. Additional funding came from the
Association of Friends and Sponsors of the University of
Frankfurt as well as from Max Born’s unstinting effort to
raise funds to support the SGE [21]. He took advantage
of the great interest in Einstein and relativity theory by
presenting a series of public lectures

in the biggest lecture-hall of the University . . .
and charged an entrance fee ... The money
thus earned helped us for some months, but
as inflation got worse . . . new means had to
be found [32], p.78.

Born mentioned the dire situation “jokingly” to a friend
who was departing on a trip to New York; a few weeks
later, Born was incredulous when a postcard arrived sim-
ply saying that he should write to Henry Goldman and
giving the address [32], p.78:

At first I took it for another joke, but on re-
flection, I decided that an attempt should be
made ... [A] nice letter was composed and dis-
patched, and soon a most charming reply ar-
rived and a cheque for some hundreds of dol-
lars ... After Goldman’s cheque had saved our
experiments, the work [on the Stern–Gerlach
experiment] went on successfully.

Goldman, a founder of the investment firm Goldman
Sachs and progenitor of Woolworth Co stores, had family
roots in Frankfurt.

V. OUTCOME OF THE SGE

Gerlach and Stern published what they saw as the
main results of the SGE in two installments: on 1 March
1922, they submitted a paper entitled, in translation,
“The experimental proof of space quantization in a mag-
netic field” [27] and on 1 April 1922 a paper entitled, in
translation, “The magnetic moment of the silver atom”
[33]. These publications were followed by a review where
Gerlach and Stern gave technical details of the SGE and

FIG. 10. Microphotograph of the silver beam deposit ob-
tained on 8 February 1922 after passing a beam of silver
atoms through the inhomogeneous magnetic field for eight
hours. The deposit was about 1.1 mm tall and the splitting
amounted to only about 60 to 100 µm, corresponding to an
angular deflection of the beam of just a few mrads. Adapted
from Ref. [4] by rotating the double-image published therein
by 180◦ so as to make the orientation of the image consistent
with the positions of the pole pieces generating the magnetic
field (edge on the left, furrow on the right with respect to the
propagation direction of the silver atoms, cf. FIG. 8).

provided the following summary of the experiment’s out-
come [20]:

The experiments reported herein provide
1. The experimental proof of the Debye-
Sommerfeld space quantization in a magnetic
field

2. The experimental determination of the
Bohr magneton.

While the first statement summarized Stern’s and Ger-
lach’s epochal discovery, the second was true only ap-
proximately and, moreover, on account of what could be
called “an uncanny conspiracy of Nature” [34, 35]: As
we know today, the silver atoms were in their electronic
ground state 2S 1

2
, with spin, orbital, and total angular

momentum quantum numbers S = 1
2 , L = 0, and J = 1

2 ,
respectively, and possible values of the projection quan-
tum number MS = ± 1

2 , see Refs. [34–36]. Thus their
magnetic moment µ = −gSSµB was due to electron
spin S and had a magnitude |µ| =

√
S(S + 1)gSµB =√

3
2 gSµB and components µZ = ∓ 1

2gSµB for the projec-

tions SZ = ± 1
2ℏ of the spin angular momentum on the

Z axis, see FIG. 11.

VI. RECEPTION OF THE SGE

The reception of the outcome of the SGE was that
of quiet astonishment, as illustrated by the individual
reactions below. Let’s begin with that of Otto Stern
himself [21]:

But the way the experiment turned out, I
didn’t understand at all. [How could there
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Z

S

S

µ µ

FIG. 11. Quantum-mechanical vector model of a spin- 1
2
par-

ticle – such as a ground-state silver atom – in a magnetic field
H whose Z-component defines the space-fixed axis Z (note
that the magnetic field must have at least one nonvanish-
ing component orthogonal to Z in order to satisfy Maxwell’s
equation ∇ · H = 0). The magnetic moment due to spin (in
red) is µ = −gSSµB with gS the gyromagnetic ratio of the
electron and µB the Bohr magneton. The Larmor precession
of frequency νL = gSµBH/h about Z of the spin angular mo-

mentum S (in blue) of magnitude
√

S(S + 1)ℏ and constant
projection SZ = MSℏ with MS = ± 1

2
averages out the X-

and Y -components SX and SY of S in compliance with the
uncertainty principle. See text and FIG. 5.

be] the discrete beams—and yet, [there was]
no birefringence. We [even] made some ad-
ditional experiments about it [at Rostock].
It was absolutely impossible to understand.
This is also quite clear, one needed not only
the new quantum theory, but also the mag-
netic electron. These two things weren’t there
yet at the time. ... I still have objections
to the idea of beauty of quantum mechanics.
But she is correct.

Walther Gerlach would emphasize that [18], p. 121:

[The proof] of space quantization was the first
experiment that made an atomic state pre-
dicted by quantum theory accessible to a di-
rect measurement.

The first published reaction came from Stern’s mentor
Albert Einstein who, in the wake of the SGE, teamed
up with Paul Ehrenfest only to express more puzzle-
ment about the workings of the SGE [37]:

The difficulties spelled out [herein] show how
unsatisfactory [our] attempts at interpreting
the results found by Stern and Gerlach are.

We add that although Gerlach ended up doing the exper-
iment mostly by himself, Einstein and Ehrenfest coined
the term Stern-Gerlach experiment rather than Gerlach-
Stern experiment, in recognition of the fact that the ex-
periment was Stern’s idea. In his letter to Max Born,
Einstein underscored once more his frustration at being

out of his depth in the face of the SGE, while expressing
confidence in the experiment’s outcome [38], p. 103:

The most interesting achievement at this
point is the experiment of Stern and Gerlach.
The alignment of the atoms without collisions
via radiative [exchange] is not comprehensible
based on the current [theoretical] methods; it
should take more than 100 years for the atoms
to align. I have done a little calculation about
this with [Paul] Ehrenfest. [Heinrich] Rubens
considers the experimental result to be abso-
lutely certain.

In his letter to Gerlach [39], Friedrich Paschen extolled
the significance of the SGE for quantum theory:

Your experiment proves for the first time the
reality of Bohr’s [atomic] states.

For where there is space quantization of angular momen-
tum, there must also be quantization of angular momen-
tum. In keeping with this implication of the SGE, Wolf-
gang Pauli quipped:

This should convert even the nonbeliever
Stern.

One may wonder why the value of the projection quan-
tum number M = 0 was left out of Stern’s original con-
siderations. There doesn’t seem to be a clear answer.
However, after the completion of the experiment, Niels
Bohr wrote to Gerlach [40]:

I would be very grateful if you or Stern could
let me know, in a few lines, whether you in-
terpret your experimental results in this way
that the atoms are oriented only parallel or
opposed, but not normal to the field, as one
could provide theoretical reasons for the lat-
ter assertion.

We note that the L = 0 value of the orbital angular mo-
mentum was excluded from the Bohr model as it would
lead to the collapse of the atom.
In 1927, Isidor Rabi came to Europe as a Barnard

Fellow (later Rockefeller Fellow) and worked intermit-
tently with Sommerfeld, Heisenberg, Bohr, and Pauli –
the last in Hamburg, where Rabi succumbed to the lures
of Otto Stern’s molecular beam laboratory. Rabi [41]:

As a beginning graduate student back in
1923, I . . . hoped with ingenuity and inven-
tiveness I could find ways to fit the atomic
phenomena into some kind of mechanical sys-
tem ... My hope to [do that] died when I read
about the Stern–Gerlach experiment. . . . The
results were astounding, although they were
hinted at by quantum theory ... This con-
vinced me once and for all that an ingenious
classical mechanism was out and that we had
to face the fact that the quantum phenomena
required a completely new orientation.
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FIG. 12. A drawing by Isidor Rabi presented to Otto Stern on his 60th birthday, on 17 February 1948. The drawing features
a smorgasbord of milestone achievements of Stern’s Hamburg group in the format of a page from an “Anniversary Number” of
a fictitious journal dedicated to publishing Stern’s molecular beam research. The name of the journal, “UZM,” is an allusion
to the series entitled Untersuchungen zur Molekularstrahlmethode (UzM) [Investigations by the Molecular Beam Method] of
thirty numbered papers published between 1926 and 1933 by Stern’s Hamburg institute in Zeitschrift für Physik. Otto’s
Motto “Lichtstrahlen sind zum brechen, Molekularstrahlen sind zum kotzen” is an affectionate “secret code” between Stern
and Gerlach from their Frankfurt time – a pun expressing their occasional disgust with the difficult atomic/molecular beam
experiments [Brechen means refraction as well as vomiting; Kotzen is a vulgar word for vomiting. A free translation, without
the pun, would be: Light beams refract, atomic beams disgust.] To which anniversary the journal’s “Number” [issue] refers
is expressed in terms of a product of the gamma function Γ(6) = 120 with sin2(π/4) = 1/2. The central cigar-smoking figure
(Stern himself?) whose head and body took the shape of the edge and groove of the Stern-Gerlach magnet reads another issue of
the UZM Journal showcasing an image of a split molecular beam. Also included are references to the magnetic dipole moments
of the electron and the proton and to the de Broglie wavelength of matter waves, whose experimental verification, within 1%
accuracy, Stern considered his greatest contribution to physics. The “Happy Birthday” wish comes from the “Columbia Troupe
of Spin Quantizers,” on whose behalf it is signed by the troupe’s leader and the drawing’s author, I.I. Rabi. Reproduced from
Ref. [18], p. 238.
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As Rabi’s student Norman Ramsey noted [42],

Rabi’s work in Stern’s laboratory was decisive
in turning his interest toward molecular beam
research.

This is what Rabi said about Hamburg during the Pauli-
Stern era:

When I was at Hamburg University, it was
one of the leading centers of physics in the
world. There was a close collaboration be-
tween Stern and Pauli, between experiment
and theory ... Further, Stern’s and Pauli’s
presence attracted many illustrious visitors to
Hamburg. Bohr and Paul Ehrenfest were fre-
quent visitors ... From Stern and from Pauli I
learned what physics should be. For me it was
not a matter of more knowledge – I learned a
lot of physics as a graduate student. Rather,
it was the development of taste and insight;
it was the development of standards to guide
research, a feeling for what is good and what
is not so good. Stern had this quality of taste
in physics and he had it to the highest degree.
As far as I know, Stern never devoted himself
to a minor question.

Rabi became Stern’s principal correspondent on the
topic of molecular beams and, upon Stern’s forced em-
igration in 1933, it was Rabi’s laboratory at Columbia
University that took over from Stern in spearheading
pace-setting molecular beam research [43].

Not everyone was unfazed by the outcome of the
SGE. Stern’s and Gerlach’s Frankfurt colleague, Alfred
Landé, who had worked on unriddling the anomalous
Zeeman effect since 1919, provided a prescient interpre-
tation of the SGE based on his understanding of the elec-
tronic structure of atoms [44, 45]. Upon his entry into
the fray, Landé gradually modified the sets of quantum
numbers introduced by Bohr, Sommerfeld, and Debye
to characterize atomic states. By adapting the concept
of vector addition of angular momenta to the case of
quantized electronic angular momenta of atoms, Landé
came up with an organizing principle that made it pos-
sible to capture both the patterns and the subtleties of
atomic Zeeman spectra amassed on the eve of the dis-
covery of electron spin in 1925. This organizing principle
was based on the g-factor, whose preliminary form Landé
introduced in 1921 and kept refining until 1923. In the
process, Landé attributed both integer and half-integer
values to the quantum number R characterizing the an-
gular momentum of the atomic core, with projections
mR = −R,−R + 1, ...,+R on a magnetic field and con-
cluded that the g-factor of a doublet with R = 1

2 was
equal to 2. The accuracy of Landé’s g-factor (within 1%)
served as a reliable guide to Pauli on his path to reas-
signing Landé’s half-integer quantum number of the core
to the outer electron – and henceforth to the exclusion

principle. Whereupon Samuel Goudsmit and George Uh-
lenbeck realized that the half-integer quantum number of
the electron must correspond to the electron’s “additional
degree of freedom” [46], i.e., to its inner angular mo-
mentum – spin – characterized by the quantum number
S = 1

2 and the projection quantum number mS = ± 1
2 . In

relation to Landé’s g-factor, Uhlenbeck’s and Goudsmits’
discovery of electron spin required replacing R with S.
When the SGE came about, Landé tackled it as a man-

ifestation of the anomalous Zeeman effect (AZE). After
all, it was the “number mystery” [47] of the AZE that led
Sommerfeld and Debye to introduce the notion of space
quantization of angular momentum in the first place ...
Thus, unlike Bohr, Sommerfeld, and pretty much every-
body else, Landé, with his theory of the AZE, would not
be fooled: he noted that had the silver atoms been in a
one-quantum state (i.e., L = 1), the silver beam would be
split into three beams, corresponding to mL = −1, 0,+1.
However, since splitting into only two beams was ob-
served in the SGE, Landé concluded that the silver atoms
must have been in a doublet state, with L = 0 and R = 1

2

and thus mR = ± 1
2 . The deflection would then corre-

spond to 1 µB on account of the doublet’s gyromagnetic
ratio g = 2, µ = 2µBmR = ±µB, as observed in the
SGE, cf. Sec. V.
Despite his daily contact with Stern and Gerlach dur-

ing the period 1920-1922 when they labored on the SGE
at Frankfurt’s Institute for Theoretical Physics, Landé’s
interpretation of the SGE was barely noticed by anyone
within the Institute or without.
Strangely enough, it was as late as 1937 when Ronald

Fraser determined that the ground-state orbital angu-
lar momentum and the associated magnetic moments of
silver, hydrogen, and sodium were zero [48] and thus the
doublet splitting seen in the SGE had to be attributed to
spin. Electron spin had not been mentioned or the term
symbols [49] used in Stern’s and Gerlach’s subsequent
work on magnetic deflection of atoms and molecules, see
Sec. VII, with only one exception: in the 1933 paper on
magnetic deflection of oxygen molecules [50], it is noted
that the ground state of O2 is a 3Σ state.

VII. ADDITIONAL SGE-TYPE
EXPLORATIONS BY GERLACH AND STERN

Upon submitting for publication their full-length, 28-
page paper on space quantization in the Spring of 1924
[20], Gerlach continued exploring the magnetic properties
of atoms and their space quantization in an SGE-type
experiment. TABLE I gives a summary of the atomic
species investigated, their term symbols and magnetic
properties as we understand them today, and Gerlach’s
inferences from his experimental findings presented in his
37-page 1925 paper [25]. For this exploratory study, Ger-
lach built a 4th-generation SGE apparatus capable of
producing quality data (beam images) reliably and in half
the time needed using the 3rd-generation instrument.
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TABLE I. Magnetic properties of Group 10 to 15 atoms explored by Gerlach with a 4th-generation SGE apparatus [25]. In
modern notation, the ground state of each atom is characterized by the term symbol 2S+1LJ . Note that the maximum expected
deflection is proportional to the magnetic dipole moment µZ = −JgµB , where g is the g-factor [36, 44, 45], J the total angular
momentum quantum number, and µB the Bohr magneton. See text.

Atom Term
Symbol

Number
of M
states

g-factor Maximum
µZ/µB

Gerlach’s
inference

Fe 5D4 9 3/2 6 Appears
diamagnetic

Bi, Sb 4S3/2 4 2 3 No
deflection
due to

molecule
formation?

Cu, Au 2S1/2 2 2 1 “Regular”
deflection

Ni 3F4 9 5/4 5 Zero
deflection
for M = 0

and
significant
deflection

for M ̸= 0
Pb, Sn 3P0 1 Undefined 0 No

deflection
Tl 2P1/2 2 2/3 1/3 “Tiny”

deflection

TABLE II. Magnetic and electric deflection experiments conducted at Otto Stern’s institute in Hamburg and Pittsburgh. The
magnetic deflections of the isotopologs of the hydrogen molecule were related to the magnetic dipole moments µP and µD of
the proton and the deuteron. The nuclear magneton µn ≈ µB/1836. See text.

Deflected
atom or
molecule

Magnetic
dipole
moment
inferred

Electric
dipole
moment
inferred

Reference

H2O ≈ 1/1000 µB – [51]
Hg inconclusive – [51]

Na, K 1 (±4%) µB – [52]
Tl 0.3 (±4%) µB – [52]
H 1 – [53]

NaI, KI, TlI – ≈ 10 Debye [54]
CsCl, RbBr – ≪ 10 Debye [54]

Bi 0.75-0.85 µB – [55]
Li 0.96-1.04 µB – [56]
K 1 (±5%) µB – [57]
O2 0.3-2.0 µB – [50]
H2 µP ≈ 2.5µn – [58, 59]

D2, HD µD ≈ 0.7µn – [60, 61]

Perhaps the most striking result Gerlach obtained with
his advanced SGE-type apparatus was the deflection pat-
tern for a beam of nickel atoms [25], see FIG. 13. Apart
from the image of deflected atoms, Gerlach also saw un-
deflected atoms that had nevertheless passed through
the same inhomogeneous field as the deflected ones. As

the current understanding suggests, the deflected Ni(3F )
atoms were in the M = ±1 state and the undeflected
ones in the M = 0 state. However, an open question re-
mains: the ground state of nickel, with S = 1 and L = 3,
admits J = 4, 3, 2 and thus |M | = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. Where are
the atoms with |M | = 4, 3, 2?
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a b

FIG. 13. Images of the deflection patterns for nickel (a) in an
inhomogeneous magnetic field of 200 kG/cm and (b) without
a field. The maximum deflection is about 180 µm as com-
pared with 120 µm for silver in the 4th generation apparatus.
This is the only image published by Gerlach that shows both
deflected and undeflected atoms that passed through the same
magnetic field. The undeflected atoms have M = 0. The ar-
row marks the maximum inhomogeneity of the magnetic field.
See also text and TABLE I. Reproduced from Ref. [25].
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FIG. 14. Image of the deflection pattern for iron atoms in an
inhomogeneous magnetic field of 200 kG/cm. No deflected Fe
atoms were detected. The arrow marks the maximum inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic field. See also text and TABLE I.
Reproduced from Ref. [25].

A similar question arises for the deflection pattern Ger-
lach observed for iron atoms, whose ground state, 5D,
has S = 2 and L = 2 and thus admits J = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.
However, Gerlach observed no deflected atoms at all, see
FIG. 14, as if all the iron atoms Fe(5D) were in an M = 0
state. Assuming that the Fe atoms formed Fe2 molecules
would not help explain the observed lack of magnetic
deflection as the ground state of Fe2 is the highly para-
magnetic 9Σg state [62–64].

Otto Stern, too, undertook additional deflection exper-
iments with a much-improved apparatus, see TABLE II.

Between 1926 and 1928, Stern and his co-workers at
Stern’s Institut für physikalische Chemie der Hamburgis-
chen Universität investigated magnetic deflection of wa-
ter molecules (and concluded that the magnetic moment
involved was on the order of the nuclear magneton) and
Hg atoms [51], K, Na, and Tl atoms [52], hydrogen atoms
[53], Bi atoms [55], Li atoms (with an estimate of the nu-
clear moment) [56], and, again, K atoms [57]. Interest-
ingly, the magnetic deflection pattern of Bi atoms found
in Stern’s laboratory was more or less consistent with
the behavior of a 4S state, unlike Gerlach’s experiment
that showed no deflection, cf. TABLE I. Stern’s group
also carried out analogous experiments in an inhomoge-
neous electric field to determine the deflection patterns
due to the electric dipole moments of KCl, KI, TlI, NaI,
CsCl, and RbBr molecules [54]. In none of these papers,
the spin, orbital, and total angular momentum quantum
numbers had been assigned (or even mentioned).
In 1933, “with the sword of Nazism hanging over their

heads” [65], Stern et al. resumed magnetic deflection
experiments to examine the magnetic properties of oxy-
gen molecules [50] and, more importantly, of hydrogen
[58, 59] and deuterium molecules [60], with the goal of de-
termining the magnetic dipole moments of the proton and
the deuteron. These experiments could not be properly
concluded because of “external circumstances” [60], i.e.,
the Nazi racial laws that led to the dismissal of Stern’s
Jewish coworkers and Stern’s own emigration. One of
the shortcuts taken was that the molecular beams were
not velocity-selected. This contributed to the deviation
of the values obtained by Stern et al. for the magnetic
moment of the proton and deuteron by about 10% from
today’s values of 2.793 µn and 0.855 µn, respectively, cf.
TABLE II and CODATA.
Otto Stern and his co-workers had thus provided un-

equivocal evidence that the proton has an internal struc-
ture and, unlike the electron, is not a point-like particle.
Moreover, Stern’s finding that the deuteron has a smaller
magnetic dipole moment than the proton [61] indicated
that the neutron possessed a magnetic dipole moment as
well, one oriented oppositely to that of the proton. Today
we know that the magnetic dipole moment of the neutron
is −1.913 µn, which implies that the neutron has an inter-
nal electric charge distribution that, however, perfectly
“neutralizes itself” on the outside, as a neutron consists
of one up quark and two down quarks.
Stern’s Nobel citation singles out this eleventh-hour

work, cf. FIG. 1.

VIII. QUANTUM THEORY OF THE
STERN-GERLACH EXPERIMENT

FIG. 11 provides a glimpse of the quantum theory
of the internal atomic states involved in the SGE. The
entanglement of the internal degrees of freedom with
the translational ones was touched upon already in
Werner Heisenberg’s 1927 “uncertainty principle” paper
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where Ŝy is the operator for spin angular momentum along the
y-axis. The magnetic moments of the particles are in the opposite
direction as the angular momentum (for negative magnetogyric
ratio, as for the electron). The field gradient, which is along the
x-axis, deflects the particles in the state |ai ‘‘upwards’’ (i.e. in the
positive x-direction), leading at the exit of the apparatus to a spatial
wavefunction localized in the ‘‘up’’ branch of the beam, denoted
here |mi. Hence, if the particle entering the apparatus is initially in
spin state |ai, it exits the apparatus with a total quantum state given
by a direct product of the spatial and spin states, as follows:

C = |mi#|ai (2)

Similarly, particles in spin state |bi are deflected ‘‘down-
wards’’, leading to a total quantum state as follows:

C = |ki#|bi (3)

More difficulties arise when one considers the behaviour of
a particle which is not prepared in an angular momentum
eigenstate along the magnetic field, on entering the SG appa-
ratus. For example, consider a particle which enters the SG
apparatus in a quantum superposition state of the form

|�zi = 2�1/2(|ai + |bi) (4)

This state is an eigenstate of spin angular momentum along
the beam direction, i.e. perpendicular to the magnetic field
gradient:

Ŝz �zj i ¼ �
1

2
�h �zj i (5)

According to conventional quantum theory, this superposition
state evolves in the SG experiment into to a total quantum state
of the form

C = 2�1/2(eifa|mi#|ai + eifb|ki#|bi) (6)

where fa and fb are phase factors. An entangled state of this
kind cannot be factorized into spin and space components. It is
not localized in the ‘‘up’’ or the ‘‘down’’ branches of the beam,
but appears in both places at the same time. Only when the
particle is observed at the end of the experiment, does the
wavefunction ‘‘collapse’’, leading to the particle being localised
in either the ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ branches of the beam, with
probabilities given by the square magnitude of the superposi-
tion coefficients.

Not surprisingly, the semi-classical approach of WW encounters
great difficulties with treating the dynamics of an entangled
quantum state such as that given in eqn (6). How does one even
write down the force exerted by a potential field on a particle
which is in two places at the same time? In attempting a semi-
classical description, WW found it necessary to ignore the spatial
delocalization of the particle, and to introduce an extraneous
fluctuating field, to obtain qualitatively reasonable results. How-
ever, there is no experimental evidence for a role for dissipation
in the SG experiment, and the conventional quantum theory
does not need to invoke such a concept.

By attempting a semi-classical description, Wennerström
and Westlund have exposed a curious reticence in the scientific
literature to describe in detail what happens in the SG experiment.
The outcome is well-known, and is part of current scientific culture.
Nevertheless, it is hard to find an explicit description of how the
quantum state evolves in space and time, as the particle traverses
the SG apparatus, according to conventional quantum mechanics.
How does the entangled state in eqn (6) arise, in detail? Apart from
the recent attempt by WW, which uses a semi-classical description,
we are only aware of one attempt at a detailed description, and
that uses the unconventional Bohm description of quantum
mechanics.4 In the discussion below, we use numerical simula-
tions based on an extended Wigner function formulation of
conventional Schrödinger quantum mechanics, to help visualise
the quantum evolution.

2. Extended Wigner functions

The Wigner function formalism5–7 provides a compact descrip-
tion of spatial quantum states in terms of a quasi-distribution
function in phase space. It incorporates essential features of
the spatial quantum state such as its coherence length and the
momentum distribution in a natural manner, and provides an
intuitive picture of how the position and momentum distribu-
tions evolve in time.

Formally, the Wigner function is defined as a Weyl integral
transform of the density operator8 r̂ = |cihc|, of the following
form:

Wðx; pÞ ¼ 1

h

ð
e�

ips
�h xþ s

2
r̂j jx� s

2

D E
ds: (7)

Fig. 2 (A) Magnetic field gradient generated by a quadrupole arrangement of
permanent magnets. The beam path indicated (solid blue line) passes through a
region where the magnetic field is parallel to the y-axis, but varies in magnitude
along the x-axis (uniaxial field gradient). (B) Spatial beam trace in the Stern–
Gerlach experiment. (C) Beam trace in the transverse momentum dimension.
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FIG. 15. (A) Magnetic field gradient generated by a quadrupole arrangement of permanent magnets. The beam path indicated
(solid blue line) passes through a region where the magnetic field is parallel to the y-axis, but varies in magnitude along the
x-axis (uniaxial field gradient whose field lines are all parallel but vary in density in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic
field) This magnetic field satisfies Maxwell’s equation, cf. FIG. 11. (B) Projections of the Wigner matrix elements onto the
spatial axis as a function of position along the beam path through the Stern-Gerlach apparatus. (C) Projections of the Wigner
matrix elements onto the transverse momentum dimension along the beam path through the apparatus. Note that in this
figure, the space-fixed axes x, y, and z are defined such that y is the quantization axis and z is the beam propagation direction.
Reproduced from Ref. [66] with permission from the authors.

[67] (however, without calling it entanglement). David
Bohm continued in the same vein in his 1951 book where
he described the translation of the spin-carrying atoms in
the SGE as a wavepacket. He noted that the spreading of
the wavepacket on the way to the detector must be less
than the atoms’ spin-dependent deflection and that the
minimum spreading of the wavepacket was given by the
uncertainty principle [68]. Bohm and subsequently Eu-
gene Wigner elevated the SGE to the ultimate exemplar
of quantum measurement. In his 1961 take on quantum
measurement, where he characterized the SGE as an il-
lustration of “the statistical correlation between the state
of the ‘apparatus’ (the position coordinate) and the state
of the object (the spin) ...” [69], Wigner wrote:

This shows that the state of the system
– object-plus-apparatus (spin and positional
coordinates of the particle, i.e., the whole
state of the particle) – shows characteristics
which neither of the separated beams alone
would have [had]. If the two beams [were]
brought together by [a] magnetic field ...,
the two beams [would] interfere and the spin
[would] be vertical again [like it was before

the splitting]. This could be verified by let-
ting the [re]united beam pass through a sec-
ond magnet ...

In their 1987 analysis of the SGE, Marlan Scully, Willis
Lamb, and Asim Barut derived approximate analytic ex-
pressions for the expectation values of the atoms’ spa-
tial coordinates [70]. The possibility of recombining the
two beams split by the Stern-Gerlach magnet and their
subsequent interference was revisited in 1988 by Julian
Schwinger, Marlan Scully, and Berthold-Georg Englert
[71]. Likening the passage of the atoms through the
Stern-Gerlach magnet to the “great fall” of Humpty-
Dumpty, they concluded, like Wigner did before them,
that there were “technical and fundamental limitations
on the realizability of the [Stern-Gerlach interferome-
ter],” i.e., that one “couldn’t put Humpty-Dumpty to-
gether again” [72].
Although in the air throughout, Erwin Schrödinger’s

notion of entanglement [73, 74] appears to have been ex-
plicitly used in connection with the SGE only as late
as 1999 by Gilbert Reinisch [75]. Most recently, John
Briggs applied the 1937 imaging theorem of Edwin Kem-
ble [76] to the motion of atoms over macroscopic dis-
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FIG. 16. Probabilities that the |S = 1
2
,MS = 1

2
⟩ state prepared by the polarizer will be transmitted by the analyzer as either

the |S = 1
2
,MS = 1

2
⟩ (blue) or |S = 1

2
,MS = − 1

2
⟩ (red) spin state. The polarizer and analyzer are Stern-Gerlach magnets that

are rotated with respect to one another about the direction of the undeflected beam by an inclination angle α. See text.

tances such as those encountered in the SGE and con-
cluded that the perception of classical (trajectories) or
quantal (wavepackets) behavior depends on the accuracy
of detecting the atoms’ motion. Briggs’ treatment is
based on the assumption that the wavefunction always
describes a statistical ensemble of identically-prepared
particles and that no meaning can be ascribed to the
wavefunction of a single particle [77, 78]; it leads to the
conclusion that the quantum-to-classical transition oc-
curs due to a unitary evolution of the wavefunction. In
contrast, decoherence theory [79–82] assumes a single-
particle wavefunction whose evolution is non-unitary due
to environmental effects and whose collapse leads to a
particular outcome of a measurement. See also Ref. [83].

Hendrik Ulbricht and his coworkers made use of the
extended Wigner probability density function [84, 85]
to represent the propagation of the total wavefunction
through the Stern-Gerlach apparatus [66]. The matrix
elements of the Wigner probability density function de-
pend, apart from the spin variables, on the spatial vari-
ables and their associated momenta. Ulbricht et al. have
found that the dephasing of the off-diagonal elements of
the Wigner probability density function is entirely due
to the quantum dynamics and thus does not require spin
relaxation or any other type of dissipation in order to
reproduce the outcome of the SGE. The results of the
quantum simulations based on the Wigner function for
the parameters of the original SGE [20] are summarized
in FIG. 15 reproduced from Ref. [66]. Note that due to
the constant, equal and opposite forces acting upon the
two polarization states, | 12

1
2 ⟩ and | 12−

1
2 ⟩ (blue and green),

their spatial separation increases quadratically whereas
their transverse momenta grow linearly along the beam
path. The final separation of the states at 3.5 cm along
their path through the magnetic field amounts is consis-
tent with Stern and Gerlach’s observation.

What about multiple Stern-Gerlach experiments?
Their analysis (as well as that of a single SGE) has be-
come textbook material, see, e.g., [86, 87]. For a pair of
Stern-Gerlach magnets (termed polarizer and analyzer)
rotated about the direction of the undeflected beam by
an inclination angle α with respect to one another, the
transmission probability of an |S,MS⟩ state through the
combined contraption is given by

|⟨S,MS |SM ′
S⟩|2 = [DS

M ′
S ,MS

(α)]2 (8)

where DS
M ′

S ,MS
(α) is the Wigner rotation matrix [86, 87].

Eq. (8) gives the dependence on α of the probabilities
|⟨ 12

1
2 |

1
2
1
2 ⟩|

2 = cos2 α
2 (blue) and |⟨ 12

1
2 |

1
2 − 1

2 ⟩|
2 = sin2 α

2

(red) that the |S = 1
2 ,MS = 1

2 ⟩ state prepared by the po-

larizer will pass the analyzer as either the |S = 1
2 ,MS =

1
2 ⟩ or |S = 1

2 ,MS = − 1
2 ⟩ state. For α = 0, the | 12 ,

1
2 ⟩ state

is just “remeasured” by the analyzer, yielding the same
| 12 ,

1
2 ⟩ state upon transmission, whereas the | 12 ,−

1
2 ⟩ state

(red) is not transmitted at all. As α increases, | 12 ,
1
2 ⟩ is

transmitted less and | 12 ,−
1
2 ⟩ more until α = π

2 is reached
where the two states are transmitted with the same prob-
ability ⟨ 12 ,

1
2 |

1
2 ,

1
2 ⟩

2 = ⟨ 12 ,
1
2 |

1
2 ,−

1
2 ⟩

2 = 1
2 . At α = π, the

polarizer and analyzer are said to be crossed, in which
case the blue state which was transmitted with certainty
at α = 0 is blocked altogether while it is the turn of
the red state to be “remeasured” and transmitted with
certainty through the analyzer.
It was none other than Otto Stern’s mentor, Albert

Einstein, who pointed out to Stern in 1928 [88, pp. 128-
131] that, say, the blue state will be transmitted even
if the analyzer-polarizer system were crossed (α = π)
provided the state underwent a spin-flip on its way from
the polarizer to the analyzer. Apparently, Einstein had
continued mulling over the SGE, in keeping with his quip
that “On quantum theory I use up more of my brains
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Aspect … Dalibard→Cohen-Tannoudji→Kastler …  Stern/Rabi 
Bloch … Stern/Rabi 
Bloembergen→Purcell→Stern/Rabi 
Chu→Commins→Stern/Rabi 
Clauser→Thaddeus→ Townes … Stern/Rabi 
Cohen-Tannoudji→Kastler …  Stern/Rabi 
Cornell→ Pritchard → Kleppner →Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Glauber→ Schwinger … Stern/Rabi 
Hänsch →Schawlow→Townes … Stern/Rabi 
Haroche→Cohen-Tannoudji →Kastler 
Cornell→Pritchard → Kleppner/Ramsey →Stern/Rabi 
Herschbach … Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Kastler … Stern/Rabi 
Ketterle→ Pritchard → Kleppner →Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Kusch→Stern/Rabi 
Lamb … Stern/Rabi 
Phillips→Kleppner→Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Purcell … Stern/Rabi 
Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Schawlow→Townes … Stern/Rabi 
Schwinger … Stern/Rabi 
Townes … Stern/Rabi 
Weiss→ Zacharias→Stern/Rabi 
Wieman→Hänsch→Schawlow→Townes … Stern/Rabi 
Wineland→Ramsey→Stern/Rabi 
Zeilinger→Rauch→Bonse→Kappler→Gerlach 
 
 
 

FIG. 17. Summary of links between Physics Nobel Laureates and Stern/Rabi and Gerlach. The arrow (→) indicates “a
student or post-doc of” and dots (. . . ) indicate “some other association.” Nobel laureates are in boldface. Adapted from a
table by Daniel Kleppner, Ref. [43].

[Hirnschmalz] than on relativity” [89]. This idea, whose
variant was implemented by Stern and his coworkers [90,
91], would be later developed by Isidor Rabi [92, 93] into
his molecular beam resonance method, see Refs. [4] for
a full-length historical account and [94, 95] for ongoing
work.

Over the past decade, Ron Folman and his group, have
demonstrated experimentally that the Stern-Gerlach
splitting of a beam of freely propagating atoms sub-
ject to macroscopic magnets is a “fully coherent quan-
tum process” [96, 97] and implemented a full-loop Stern-
Gerlach matter-wave interferometer. A key element of
their setup is an atom-chip beam splitter that makes use
of a minimum-uncertainty atomic sample derived from a
Bose-Einstein condensate of atoms (87Rb) that are state-
prepared in an equal superposition of two hyperfine Zee-
man states. Upon subjecting this superposition to an
accurately controllable magnetic field pulse (both in mag-
nitude and direction) generated by the atom chip wires,
the state of the atoms becomes a coherent superposition
of two distinct momentum states. Each is due to an
internal-state-dependent Zeeman force imparted over a
precisely controlled time interval during which the mag-
netic field gradient is on. These momentum states are
then allowed to spatially separate, which concludes the

momentum and spatial splitting of the original state-
prepared atomic sample.

In the half-loop Stern-Gerlach interferometer (SGI) ar-
rangement [98, 99], the spin of the two wavepackets is
then flipped to be the same. A second magnetic field
pulse, whose gradient is different for the two momentum
states (due to their different distance from the chip) is
timed such that the momentum difference between the
two components would vanish and the space-time paths
of the atoms would become parallel as a result, see Fig.
2 of Ref. [96]. In the vertical (1D, longitudinal) arrange-
ment of their experiment, Folman et al. let the separated
wavepackets freely propagate under gravity and eventu-
ally overlap as they spread. Thereby a spatial interfer-
ence pattern analogous to that of a double-slit experi-
ment is generated, see Fig. 3 of Ref. [96].

A full-loop SGI is realized by recombining the
wavepackets in a fashion reminiscent of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer [100] using four magnetic gradient pulses,
see Fig. 4 of Ref. [96]. Even in the absence of environ-
mental decoherence, in order to maintain spin coherence
at the recombination point, the wavepackets have to be
brought together with a spatial, ∆Z, and momentum,
∆PZ , precision such that ∆Z ≪ σZ and ∆PZ ≪ σp,
where σZ and σP are the corresponding uncertainties of
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FIG. 18. Reenactment of the “cigar episode” by Dudley Herschbach (right) and the author in 2003 [35]. While Friedrich
holds a glass slide silver-coated under vacuum and just taken out of the vacuum chamber vented with dry nitrogen, Herschbach
blows sulfurous cigar breath onto the slide to test his hearing (or Otto Stern’s telling) of the story. The reenactment revealed
that the silver deposit requires exposure to cigar smoke (not simply sulfurous breath) to form any visible contrast between the
masked (light) part of the slide – shaped in the form of the magnet pole pieces – and the outer (dark) part of the slide exposed
to the smoke (see inset). Merely exhaling sulfurous breath on a slide turned out to have no discernible effect. But exposure
to cigar smoke quickly blackened the regions of the slide outside the mask, within a few seconds to a few minutes depending
on whether the dose of smoke was profuse or mild. We think it likely that Stern did have a cigar in hand while Gerlach, busy
venting the apparatus and removing the plate, was without his typical cigar. Photo credit: Doo Soo Chung and Sunil Sheth.

the original wavepackets before splitting that fulfill the
uncertainty relation σZσP ≥ ℏ/2. Thus the recombina-
tion of the macroscopic positions and momenta has to be
implemented with microscopic precision. In the experi-
ments of Folman et al., the maximal achieved splittings
in position and momentum were 4σZ and 60σP , respec-
tively [97]. Thus, Humpty-Dumpty can be put together
again if all its [Humpty-Dumpty was an egg] pieces are
matched accurately enough.

We note that the Stern-Gerlach-type macroscopic-
object interferometry has been explored at least since
1990s [101, 102] but the ultimate success was only
achieved in 2019 [103].

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Much of quantum mechanics as we know it is embod-
ied in the Stern-Gerlach experiment. Whether quantum
measurement, state preparation, coherence, or entangle-
ment – apart from the quantization of angular momen-
tum and its spatial projections – the SGE has it all.
Its conceptual clarity has made the SGE a quintessen-
tial prototype for our thinking about quantum systems
and the quantum-classical correspondence.

The legacy of Stern’s and Gerlach’s molecular beam
work in general and of the Stern-Gerlach experiment in
particular is aptly reflected in the Physics Nobel prizes
awarded so far for work in atomic, molecular, optical, and
chemical physics. This is illustrated in a list shown in
FIG. 17 of Nobel laureates scientifically related to Rabi,

Stern, and Gerlach.
The execution of the SGE also contributed to the trea-

sure trove of stories on how physics experiments work:
More than 60 years ago, Otto Stern described to Dudley
Herschbach the first sighting of the silver beam deposit
on the collector plate of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus.
Stern’s explanation, in paraphrase, was [35]:

After venting to release the vacuum, Gerlach
removed the collector plate. But he could see
no trace of the silver atom beam and handed
the plate to me. With Gerlach looking over
my shoulder as I peered closely at the plate,
we were surprised to see gradually emerge the
trace of the beam ... Finally we realized what
[had happened]. I was then the equivalent
of an assistant professor. My salary was too
low to afford good cigars, so I smoked bad
cigars. These had a lot of sulfur in them,
so my breath on the plate turned the silver
into silver sulfide, which is jet black, so easily
visible. It was like developing a photographic
film.

The cigar episode was reenacted 20 years ago by Dudley
Herschbach and the author, see FIG. 18.
From the SGE unfolded novel perspectives as well as

wide-ranging and far-reaching applications. Among them
are the prototypes for nuclear magnetic resonance, op-
tical pumping, the laser, and atomic clocks, as well as
incisive discoveries such as the magnetic moment of the
proton and deuteron that ushered in nuclear physics or
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the Lamb shift and the anomalous increment in the mag-
netic moment of the electron, which launched quantum
electrodynamics [104].

In the 1960s, the molecular beam technique made in-
roads into chemistry as well, by enabling the study of el-
ementary chemical reactions as single binary collisions of
chemically well-defined reagents in the gas phase [105],
elementary reactions on solid surfaces [106], as well as
time-resolved studies of chemical bond making & break-
ing [107]. The ensuing field of chemical reaction dynam-
ics has remained one of the chief preoccupations of chem-
ical/molecular physics to date [108, 109]. While the re-
finement of mass-spectrometric techniques enabled con-
clusive elucidations of complex reaction mechanisms in
the gas phase [110, 111], the development of soft desorp-
tion ionization beam methods (electrospray) [112] led to
biological and medical applications of molecular beams
[113, 114]. Spectroscopy of molecular species loaded into
or produced within superfluid helium nanodroplets [115–
117] provided new incisive means to elucidate their struc-
ture, reactivity, and solvation [118–120].

In the 1990s, a renaissance began in atomic physics,
nurtured by the development of techniques to cool and
trap atoms [121–123]. Based on a combination of molecu-
lar beams with laser cooling, these techniques enabled the
realization of quantum degeneracy in atomic gases [124–
128], optical manipulation of quantum systems [129–131],
addressing foundational questions [132], examination and
quantum simulation of condensed-matter systems [133–
140], prototype quantum computers [141, 142] and, last
but not least, they transformed metrology [143], includ-
ing the testing of aspects of gravity [96, 144].

Over the past decade, also laser cooling of molecules
has been demonstrated [145], refined [146–152], and is
poised for use in tests of fundamental symmetries and
searches for dark matter [153–155].

Quantum mechanics surely owes more to the Stern-
Gerlach experiment than the Stern-Gerlach experiment
to quantum mechanics.
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